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The 5 essential ingredients  
for being a well &  
resourced parent

Introduction 
I believe that becoming a parent is a deep  
invitation for us to pause, take stock and  
connect with what’s important to us so we can 
create what’s truly important to us all going 
forward. I believe that we all have what we 
need as parents. And when we are well and 
connected, we have the capacity to access 
what already lives within us.

Connect In’s mission is to equip parents with the  
tools needed for meaningful well-being and to  
support parents in creating the flavour of family  
and life that is right for them.

These ingredients have been adapted from the  
work of Dan Siegel and Mary Hartzell.

I believe these are 5 powerful components which  
will not only bring wellness & resource but also  
bring forth in you the capacity to respond, create  
and craft a life with meaning and purpose for you  
and your family.

When we are well and  
connected, we have the  
capacity to access what  
already lives within us
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1. Being Mindful
We all know the many benefits of mindfulness and that the research tells us  
it’s a very good thing for us! Some of the documented benefits are better sleep, 
supports weight loss, lowers stress levels, decreases loneliness, helps with  
negative thoughts, improves attention, helps to manage chronic pain, helps  
prevent depression relapse, helps to reduce anxiety and can even increase brain 
grey matter!

However even knowing this when we become parents the practice of this can go out of the 
window! And it could be said there is no more important time to have the capacity to be 
present and connected to the moment. This allows you to be aware of your own thoughts, 
feeling and sensations. 

When we are fully present as human beings it allows us to fully experience ourselves and  
attend to all than exists in any moment. This helps us grow and development and also 
means we have more choice in what we create and how we create. This allows us to be 
more intentional in the world.

Once we have this capability for ourselves not only does this positively impact us but it  
then has a great impact on our children. 

Siegel & Hartzell 2014

Children learn about themselves by the way we communicate with them….it is 
within our children’s emotional connections with us that they develop a deeper 
sense of themselves and a capacity for relating.

Mother Theresa

Be happy in the moment, that’s enough. Each moment is all we need, not more
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2. Life-long learning
Becoming a parent is an invitation into our own learning. And when we are  
learning our children are learning too.

Learning something new or being involved in our own growth and development 
helps us to feel well and resourced. When we are learning, we are engaged,  
active, taking on new knowledge and skill and seeing changes in ourselves. 

The other positive aspect here is being a ‘learner’. When we step into our ‘learner’ we accept 
we don’t know things, we are curious, open and excited. This state in itself fuels well-being.

And often as a ‘learner’ we become a little kinder to ourselves! We are more willing to accept 
that we may not know something and can embrace making a mistake and getting it ‘wrong’. 
With increased ease. As parents its useful to see situations as opportunities for learning,  
this allows us to take out the unhelpful judgement or expectation we can all too often put  
on ourselves.

Photo by Ben White on Unsplash

The complex and often  
challenging interactions of  
parenting give us the  
opportunity to create new  
possibilities for the growth  
and development of our children 
and ourselves
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3. Response flexibility
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At Connect In we define well-being as “being well, resourced with the capacity to 
respond”.
When we are in a state of survival, we have less options and choices available to 
us and are naturally more reactive and impulsive.
 
We want to be able to respond not react.

For ourselves first and then for our children and those around us
When we are well, we have the capacity to see the range of options and choices available to 
us. We are able to take the necessary time to discern which might be the best way forward.
We also then are able to ask ourselves questions and consider what’s most important right 
now and therefore reflect on how that might influence what we do.

This gives us agency, confidence and the knowing that we are the ones able to create  
in our lives.
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4. Whole sight
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Our brains are designed to make meaning for us which helps us to make sense  
of the world around us. However, it can produce in us the tendency to make con-
nection and attribute one meaning in a situation. When this occurs, we can miss 
many other important elements.

Whole sight is about being able to see and connect to the ‘whole’ of what might be going on. 
Not just focusing on the surface level of the experience but connecting with it at a deeper 
level. How its experienced in mind, body and heart. What is it that you sense and notice as 
well as think and feel?

When we have ‘whole sight’ for ourselves our capacity grows. It increases our consciousness 
and allows us to consider all that might be going on – our instincts, our triggers, our wants, 
needs, motivation, generational tendencies and so on…This allows us to fully see. 

Once we master this for ourselves this is a powerful skill to share with our children.
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5. Joyful living
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If you are not living joyfully what’s the point!

Joy is a fabulously nourishing emotion, yet it can only be experienced when we 
are feeling well and connected.

We all know that our time and life is terribly precious and when we have children 
often the speed and pace of time seems to increase. This is such an invitation for 
us to slow down and be fully in it so as not to miss any of the adventure and ride 
and inject it with as much Joy as possible for ourselves and for those around us.

Photo by Christopher Sardegna on Unsplash

So what might you 
need more of?

What next steps  
could you take?
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A bit about me...
I’m Charlie mum of two girls and a coach specialising in support for parents.

As a mum myself, I have certainly been overwhelmed, uncertain and anxious. 
And I have also found space and possibility in this challenge and grown in ways 
I may not have thought possible. 

I believe that becoming a parent is a deep invitation for us to pause, take stock and connect with what’s 
important to us so we can create what’s truly important to us all going forward. I believe that we all have 
what we need as parents. And when we are well and connected, we have the capacity to access what 
already lives within us.

Connect In’s mission is to equip parents with the tools needed for meaningful well-being and to  
support parents in creating the flavour of family and life that is right for them.

I’m a qualified Integral and Generative coach and hold a professional coaching credential with the 
International coaching federation (ICF). I am also a qualified NLP practitioner and hold a qualification for 
coaching with the Enneagram. 
 

Please get in touch with me charlie@connectin.me.uk I’m happy to have a chat 
about how coaching could support you 


